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Buy it! Its great!. If I were to describe Spheritis in a single word, I would probably call it "hopeful". I would also be inclined to
call it "convoluted", which is unfourtunately the word that stands out to me.

Spheritis is a game in the same vein as Ballance, Aerox, Monkey Ball and a good number of others. In these games you roll a
ball around a stage, solving puzzles and watching as the natural flow of the level either provides the feeling of speeding along
rolling hills or the curves of a racetrack, or sends you off the side and into oblivion. Most games of this ball-rolling genre have
one or the other, but more often they are a mix.

Currently, Spheritis is halfway there, by which I mean it's slow. No matter which type of ball you're using, the control always
feels like it's giving into the terrain more than your keyboard, and I often find them sliding further than I wanted them to even
when I don't have to deal with ice, as if they're all made of heavy stone. Granted, this isn't all that much of a problem in the end,
but it can be annoying.

Next, the levels, and this is where "convoluted" comes into it. In each level you are required to press a number of switches that
will open the exit portal, avoiding traps and other hazards along the way. To do this you are afforded six different powerups - so
far I have found Jump, Speed, Levitate and Shrink. Might edit this review once I find the other two - that will help you reach
those switches. At first it doesn't sound like a problem, but having to go back and forth across the level, finding the wood ball
workshop to be light enough to boost over the gap to get the shrink powerup to then get that button at the other end of the map
but oh wait... crushy trap in the way. I need to go back to change to a steel ball in order to get through.

Convoluted. That word is the bane of many games, but this type I feel suffers more from it. Ball-rolling (or whatever the actual
name for the genre is) games need to have a certain flow to them in order to stay fun. Ballance did this perfectly, which each
part of the level leading onto the next. The puzzles still needed to be solved, but it really felt like you were getting somewhere
once you did so. In its current state, Spheritis will have you backtracking again and again, looking for where you left that stone
ball workshop so that the spikes won't kill you. There are also bonus stars to find in each level, though right now I don't really
see what they add other then something to have an achievement for.

Now for the "hopeful" side. Spheritis looks like it has potential, definitely. While the level designs could do with some more
imagination, and the mechanics given a few tweaks here or there, I do think some of the groundwork and developer skill is
evident so far. Especially given the fact that this is just one person who has made this entire game so far. I... wouldn't say buy it
just yet - although at just \u00a35.00, that's pretty cheap to be fair - but keep an eye on it. It could be a worthy addition to the
genre given time.. A good predecessor to Space Empires IV.
Great 4x space game with plenty of customization options and high replay value
and graphical improvements.
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The UI however is not very intuitive, compared to SE IV.
Nevertheless, I love the Space Empires Series and hope one day there will be a 6th incarnation.. Quite a beautiful and useless
addon. Buy it on sale so your finnish enemies atleast look good in their mass graves.. Nice and innovative strategy game. Really
a must have if you like strategy and it is really cheap. There also is a demo on kongregate.. The precious piece of childhood.
Thank you guys from Nightdive Studios for publishing it in Steam!

Cool features:

pleasant voxel graphics

destructable terrain

awesome soundtrack (instantly added it to my playlist)

pretty good weapon and robot models

missions are fast paced and somewhat hardcore
If you like good ol' games definitely give it a shot.. the idea is good but the game is terrible. poor graphic and hard to
control.
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This is a fun game, it actually reminds me of playing with my matchbox emergency vehicles when I was a child and coming up
with all kinds of imaginery emergencies for then to respond to. Some of the challenges are pretty tough.. All i can say about this
software is that it is good for what it does and i think the price is reasonable for what it is. Would i recommend this to my
friends? Yes and no for various reasons.

Pros: Thousands of art clips and make your creative more easier. Quick and easy work. Does not required lot of knowledge to
work with it. Price is cheap and reasonable.

Cons: Resolution is okay but not high quality professional looking logo. No .psd or .ai export file. Some bugs going on in color
selection area.

For professional looking logo, i would recommend the high end software like illustrator and photoshop. But for quick and easy
good enough looking logo, this is it.

Rate: 7\/10. At the very first look, I was attracted by a stunning visual side - pixel graphics in sepia shades are really appealing.
However, I really got hooked when I started the game. So far, I spent about 30 hours with it and I'm still not bored. The world
presented in the game is very rich, full of deliberated details. As the story progresses, the player begins to notice more and more
connections between characters and events - even those that at first seemed unrelated. You can see that the creators really put
their whole heart into this production. I am very happy that I acquired this game - it was definitely worth it.. Recommended by a
friend... One of the best HORROR\/SCI-FI games you can play.. A solid choice if you like fantasy and military CYOA games.
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